The Reason Behind the Genius of Dr. Peter S. Ruckman

[A chapter excerpted from the book “The Cosmic Bomb”]

PERIANDER A. ESPLANA
http://thebibleformula.webs.com
“He had read thousands of books including Greek philosophy and French infidelity. With a photographic mind he could read a page while I was turning to it. He had a tremendous radio voice, could sing, and was a most amazing artist...Peter Ruckman already had a degree from the University of Alabama but he went on to Bob Jones the next Fall to get his Master’s and his Ph.D...When he preached for us in my pastorates he always inspired our people to love God and to hunger to know more of the Bible...He is a genius in many respects. Dr. Bob Jones, Sr., said that Ruckman was the most brilliant man ever to set foot on the campus.”

- Dr. Hugh Pyle

http://www.pyleofbooks.com/

“Dr. Peter S. Ruckman received his Bachelor of Arts degree from the University of Alabama and finished his formal education with six years of training at Bob Jones University (four full years and two accelerated summer sessions), completing requirements for the Master of Arts and Doctor of Philosophy degree.

Reading at a rate of seven hundred words per minute, Dr. Ruckman had managed to read about 6,500 books before receiving his doctorate, and he still reads an average of a book each day.

Dr. Ruckman stands for the absolute authority of the Authorized Version and offers no apology to any recognized scholar anywhere for his stand. In addition to preaching the gospel and teaching the Bible, Dr. Ruckman has produced a comprehensive collection of apologetic and polemic literature and resources supporting the authority of the Authorized Version of the Holy Scriptures.”
http://www.kjv1611.org/aboutusdrruckman.html

Dr. Peter S. Ruckman’s grandfather is General John Wilson Ruckman (1858–1921) who graduated from West Point (1883), the U.S. Artillery School (1892), the U.S. Army War College (1915), and the U.S. Naval War College (1916). He served as editor of Journal of the United States Artillery (renamed Antiaircraft Journal). He was nominated Brigadier General by Woodrow Wilson in 1916 and Major General in 1917. At the time, Major General was the highest rank in the Army. Ruckman was the only individual to command three of the six designated interior military Departments in the United States (Northeast, Southeast and Southern). Who's Who in Military History notes that Ruckman was the inventor of many devices related to field artillery that were useful in World War I. Congress awarded Ruckman the Army Distinguished Service Medal. Many streets were named after him in the Presidio and Fort Monroe.

Dr. Peter S. Ruckman’s father is Colonel John Hamilton Ruckman (1888–1966) who was a graduate of M.I.T. and the University of California, a veteran of World Wars I and II, editor of Technology's War Record, and a chief engineer on the Manhattan Project.
http://manhattanprojectdiary.blogspot.com/
http://www.atomicheritage.org/index.php/component/content/article/42-resources-tab-/56-related-links.html

Dr. Peter S. Ruckman’s son is Prof. Peter S. Ruckman, Jr. who is now a famous political scientist.
http://psruckman.com/

Now this may surprise you, based on the following research, Dr. Peter S. Ruckman is a Jew. We know that all Jews are inherently genius. http://esplanaresearch.blogspot.com/2011/11/genius-of-jews.html
“The ruckman as surname is very old, in europe it was jews name from 900 - 1284 when the jews have to live spain because of the pope they first came to belgium and from there to england and sweden many of this jews became messian jews the ruckmans tribe can be benjamin. I hope this help you”

Posted by: Anders Ruckman
In Reply to: Re: Ruckman: English, Welsh or German? by Ted
http://genforum.genealogy.com/ruckman/messages/41.html

“Info sent to me from Raleigh Coleman in 1967 from Salt Lake City states: Ruckman or Reukmann were of Israel-Hebrew stock.
Stephen Martin Ruckman was from a long line of Jewish Rabbis. When he became a Christian he was excommunicated and his records destroyed.”

Posted by: Avis Ruckman Parman
In Reply to: Re: Ruckman: English, Welsh or German? by Anders Ruckman

ID: I15479
Name: Stephen Martin RUCKMAN
Given Name: Stephen Martin
Surname: RUCKMAN
Sex: M
_UID: D30133F3A0B7AE46B4223AAC4FAE73BD2E2E
Note:
Some info on descendants from a paper compiled by Raleigh O'Key Coleman, June 30th, 1967 in Salt Lake City. Paper claims Stephen Martin Ruckman was from a long line of Rabbis- and his family disowned him when he converted. (all records indicate his ancestors were baptist back to John Ruckman II (1635-1703). Gives the spelling Reukmann and says went back to Germany, Austria and Palestine. Believe the data on Stephen Martin Ruckman's descendants basicly accurate, but should be checked.
Coleman says born in 1850 in PA then moved to Indiana where he met wife then moved to Hatfield, Missouri (near Grant City) and had 12 children, a pair of twins who died in infantacy, and 2 or 3 others who died young.

1860 living at home and working as a farm laborer.
1900 living in Allen Twp., Worth Co., Missouri and farming.
1910 living in Allen Twp., Worth Co., Missouri and listed as a farmer
1920 living in Lincoln Twp., Harrison Co., Missouri and was listed as a farmer.

Birth: 9 SEP 1843 in Indiana
Death: 7 MAY 1920 in Allendale, Worth Co., Missouri
http://wc.rootsweb.ancestry.com/cgi-bin/igm.cgi?op=GET&db=ruckman&id=I15479
Based on Consolidated Jewish Surname Index (http://www.avotaynu.com/csi/csi-home.htm)
“Ruckman” appears in the following Jewish databases:

A. Jewish Records Indexing - Poland (231,973 surnames). An index to over 2,400,000 Jewish birth, marriage, divorce and death records located in the archives of Poland. An on-going project--continuously updated. Online database

G. All Hungary Database (26,426 surnames). 240,000 records from many different sources, including vital records, census records, property tax records, etc.. An on-going project--continuously updated. Online database

K. Family Tree of the Jewish People (184,237 surnames). 2,000,000 persons who appear on family trees being researched by Jewish genealogists. An on-going project--continuously updated. Online database

X. National Registry of Jewish Holocaust Survivors (14,742 surnames). 35,000 Holocaust survivors living in the United States and Canada. Book


Dr. Peter S. Ruckman has a very low view of all apostate and unbelieving Jews such as Einstein, Freud, Marx, etc. because the ultimate standard, final criterion and practical yardstick of all these Jews are their depraved minds and diabolical preferences. Ruckman, on the other hand, rationally and firmly believed that the King James Bible which is the perfect word of God for this post-modern time must be the measure of all things.

Watch the following videos:

“Defending Peter Ruckman” http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=onOgqH68Flc

“Peter Ruckman - Why I Believe the King James Bible is the Word of God” http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w4x6TlmCi0k

In the Introduction of his autobiography (The Full Cup, 429 pp.), we read the following:

“What, then, is the point of wasting a few hundred pages to give you the ‘life history’ of such an insignificant character? Simple: mankind can always use a chronicle of the grace of God, and if you ever saw GRACE – absolute and total unmerited FAVOR – lavished on one sinner on this earth, you will see it in the life of Peter Sturges Ruckman – God’s joke on Christian scholarship. He lived twenty-seven years ‘alone in the world... without hope and without God’ (Eph.2:12). Then, after being ‘accepted in the beloved’ (Eph.1:6), he went another forty-nine years as Lord’s ‘junk yard dog,’ a sentinel placed at the doors of the Authorized Version of the Holy Bible to take the seat of the britches out of ‘godly’ scavengers who used the Book to make a living with when they didn’t BELIEVE it. May you enjoy partaking of ‘The Full Cup’ that God poured out for one very small, very base, very insignificant sinner, between 1921 and 1998.”

For a solid, historical, logical, and biblical defense of Israel and Jews, read Dr. Ruckman’s book “Israel: A Deadly Piece of Dirt” (532 pp.).

Now you know the reason behind why Ruckman is a true genius. Dr. Ruckman is a real genius because of the powerful GRACE of the Almighty God.